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Overview Quality audit 

The method LEADER is used by the European Union to develop rural areas since 1991. It emphasizes 

the involvement and cooperation of local players, because only they know well the strengths and 

weaknesses of the region, thus its potential and are able common problems also jointly addressed. 

Local community and partnership of citizens, public authorities, NGOs and entrepreneurs together 

form an organization called Local Action Group that will develop an integrated strategy for 

development of the territory and are responsible for its implementation. 

Based on this strategy, then they have chosen the final beneficiaries of the projects, which will 

support within the financial allocation assigned to them. Thanks to the direct connection to the 

supported projects on local strategy and grant recipients become active partners who are involved in 

its implementation. In addition to support sub-projects with LAG´s also trying to implement their 

own projects, which stand as the bearers and integrate them into the needs of the region.1 

Roma organizations on the local level mostly represent the state in the activities related to social 

work and care; most of them are providers of terrain work, what represent their skills and expertise 

by these people we cannot expect the detailed work related to creation and participation on the 

development of strategical documents. Since the beginning of the new period of ESIF and also 

preparatory phase Roma organizations were not involved, due to that fact was not very easy for 

some NGOs to involve in the process 

According to the implementation of CLLD in the Czech Republic we know that the situation of the 

involvement of Roma NGOs into the process of establishing the partnerships and developments of 

the strategies were lost, due to the fact that no one just count with Roma or Roma NGO´s and its 

mostly different from city to city and LAG to LAG.  

Even there are some findings from the last two year of the organization Začít spolu, which is 

established organization in the city of Broumov this organization run kindergarten and also provides 

social services in terrain, when they approach the LAG Broumovkso to become a member of the LAG 

they have to prove their skills and credibility because of the lack of interest of the city to have Roma 

                                                           
1
 http://nsmascr.cz/content/uploads/2012/07/Komunitn%C4%9B-veden%C3%BD-m%C3%ADstn%C3%AD-

rozvoj-v-praxi-%C4%8Cesk%C3%A9-republiky-verze-%C3%BAnor-2012.pdf 6 page, 1st paragraph 

http://nsmascr.cz/content/uploads/2012/07/Komunitn%C4%9B-veden%C3%BD-m%C3%ADstn%C3%AD-rozvoj-v-praxi-%C4%8Cesk%C3%A9-republiky-verze-%C3%BAnor-2012.pdf
http://nsmascr.cz/content/uploads/2012/07/Komunitn%C4%9B-veden%C3%BD-m%C3%ADstn%C3%AD-rozvoj-v-praxi-%C4%8Cesk%C3%A9-republiky-verze-%C3%BAnor-2012.pdf
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NGO as member in the LAG, but we strongly fight and empowered this NGO and now they are the 

members and there is many more NGO´s who did face this obstacles.  

 

Local action groups are valid partners for anyone who is interested in local community development. 

Their aim is to meet the local needs of local actors. The so-called community plan, which seeks to 

implement, but is implemented in the context of ESF resources. However, these sources do not 

explicitly mention redefined the target group of Roma. Generally focus on disadvantaged groups in 

the country. For these reasons, it cannot clearly determine the impact of the LAG strategy on Roma. 

Generally, the Roma in this target group include but are not binding indicator for implementers. In its 

final result may be a circumvention of the Roma as a target group because of the cumulative 

handicap themselves of such projects. 

 

With this state of art in the process of an involvement of the NGO´s we would like to demonstrate 

the true and what is going on at local level, it’s good to prepare the policies from Brussel but when it 

comes to bottom – up approach we don’t see the participation of Roma on this even we have more 

600 Roma excluded localities across the Czech Republic. 

 

According to participation ladder the Roma organizations are mostly in the stage of non-

participation. In sum, the lack of political will, especially at the local level, a failure of mainstreaming 

of Roma issues into general policies, a dearth of monitoring and data gathering, as well as endemic 

discrimination throughout public institutions and the wider society (which results in a reluctance by 

Roma to identify as Roma, complicating accurate evaluations of initiatives) are among the main 

obstacles to the success and sustainability of projects and strategies targeted on Roma. 
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CLLD Quality Audit Results so far 

Czech Republic 

Name of the LAG NGO 

Representation 

(10) 

Community 

Representation 

(5) 

Community 

Participation 

(35) 

LAG 

Objectives 

(50) 

Total (100) 

1. Frydlant 0 0 0 0 0 

2. Hrubý Jesenik 6 2 16 37 61 

3. Hrubý Jeseník (T) 6 2 16 37 61 

4. Mimoň 0 0 0 0 0 

5 Světovina (Rokycany) 0 0 0 0 0 

6. Skolovsko (Chodov) 3 0 6 35 47 

7. Sokolovsko (T) 4 0 10 11 25 

8. Broumovsko 4 2 0 15 21 

9. Pardubický kraj  5 2 12 16 35 

10. Podlipansko 9 5 27 14 55 

11. Brněnská brána 0 3 6 29 38 

 


